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tomorrow

BuildingWorks™ - A better way of working
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works 
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today’s digital world has had a huge impact on 
our expectations. 

everyone wants everything faster. everything is
immediate and personalised. look at how you
communicate with people, how you receive
information, how you purchase goods and services.  

entire industries have transformed in response; but
less so the residential construction sector, even though
the pressure’s on and the demands are massive.

for many small to medium sized building firms and
developers, the way in which they work with their
employees, sub-contractors, suppliers, customers and
authorities is much the same as it was 20 years ago.

we’re not saying that's you, but beware - more 
change is coming. digital construction is picking 
up momentum. to be successful not just today but
tomorrow too, we realised that domestic works
needed a new way of operating - a joined up way 
of operating. it was time for a game changer.
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ground-
breaking

construction
software 
tHat will 

take you into 
tHe future
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for long term success, you need a flexible and
connected method for designing, estimating and
managing projects, be they new builds, extensions,
conversions or refurbishments.  

a low-cost subscription-based platform for the entire
building project lifecycle. it’s aimed solely at the uk
market and its very specific building, energy and health
and safety regulations. ‘builder made’ with a whole load
of knowledge packed in. it’s software that gets the job
completed on time and on budget, improving
productivity and reducing costs. 

the software has been seven years in development, in
conjunction with the technology strategy board,
university of west of england and innovate uk.

extensive research has shown that buildingworks™ is
exactly what sme builders, developers and designers
have been waiting for. and there’s nothing like it on the
market today. buildingworks™ is already the talk of both
construction and technology industries and winner of
multiple awards.

in this fast-moving, competitive world, who doesn’t 
want to secure their future and enjoy greater success?
take a look round this guide to buildingworks™ and
discover what a difference it could make to your
business now, and for years to come.

...That’s why we created BuildingWorks™
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tHe first
‘concept to
completion’
subscription

software
for tHe uk

building
sector
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Import an existing plan, trace over on-screen for a take-off.
Or draw from scratch using easy-to-use construction tools.

Simultaneously watch the estimate build live on screen whilst
you design your building.

Watch it accurately calculate the cost of the materials, the
labour involved, costs, energy performance and much more.

Utilise the UK’s largest library of intelligent BIM products 
- real data-rich materials and objects.

Interrogate the drawing and estimate and swap elements to
assess, in an instant, the impact on cost and energy
performance.

Benefit from the practical aspects of BIM adopted by the
software.

Automatically get a 3D model, full Bill of Quantities (New 
Rules of Measurement) and detailed costings.

Maintain data integrity throughout - no importing and 
exporting - and no mistakes.

Share the ‘pack and go’ BuildingWorks™ files across devices 
and with the team.

Save the files in the cloud such as Dropbox and Microsoft 
One Drive so other subscribers can access them.

Choose from a range of monthly subscription payment plans.

Utilise the all-inclusive support from the award-winning 
Help Desk.



so wHat makes
buildingworks™

so unique?
8
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It’s more than software 

buildingworks™ has taken construction software to
another level. you aren’t just employing software, you’re
adopting a totally new approach to the management of
your business. and it really works. it will improve how
you run your business, how you build and ultimately
improve your profitability. 

It’s complexity made simple 

we all want the easy option – so long as it’s effective,
accurate and brings about the same high quality result.
that was our starting point with buildingworks™. and 
we proved that you can have the best in construction
software without making life difficult, time-consuming 
or costly.

One set of data flows through the project

no more trying (unsuccessfully) to make two different
design and estimating software products work together.
it's a seamless suite of software. Health & safety,
contracts, project management and energy
performance modules will follow soon.
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It’s a multi-tasker

you draw or trace an existing construction project
using straightforward cad tools and as you do so 
the software builds the estimate live on screen. it
simultaneously shows you the cost of everything, the
quantities of materials, the labour involved, energy
performance and much more. and it also gives you 
a 3d model, a full bill of quantities (new rules of
measurement), detailed costings and a gantt chart. 

It’s a team player

buildingworks™ is one platform for builders,
developers, designers, quantity surveyors and project
managers. project data can be easily shared across
multi-disciplinary teams all with their own
buildingworks™ subscriptions. and if you’re working
alone then you’ll be supercharged with an incredibly
powerful software tool!

It’s more selective

buildingworks™ can help you be proud of your prices
and set you apart from the competition - as well as
allowing you to cherry-pick what projects you take on.
buildingworks™ can show you the profitable jobs you
should be homing in on.
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It gives you the power

it's a real business winner. provide clients 
with stunning 3d visuals, full cost breakdowns, 
impressive, professional customer quotes…before 
your competition can blink. it can also help you
manage costs by keeping you on top of price inflation.
and detailed materials schedules will give you the
power to bargain with suppliers over prices whilst 
helping you keep a tight handle on cashflow.

The pricing is simple

software pricing can sometimes seem confusing –
licences, additional users, extra support costs…the list
goes on, but with buildingworks™ you simply choose
the modules you want, how many users, and how long
you want the software for and that’s it. every user
costs the same amount per month, and support is 
fully included for every user! there are no high 
upfront costs or risk to worry about.

The support is exceptional 

we take support really seriously. the subscription
includes dedicated support champions from 9-5 via
phone, instant chat, email and remote log-in, plus an
online Help desk with video tutorials and more. plus
with every subscription of buildingworks™ we provide
a coaching session at the outset to ensure you are
familiar with the software and able to maximise your
investment as quickly as possible.
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wHat it can
do for you

The Design module

draft plans, quickly (to both planning and building regs
level). specify how it is built using the on-board library of
bim objects. choose between different thermal efficiencies
of the various construction objects and systems by u-value.
get an impressive 3d model directly from the plan plus 3d
photo-realistic option. wow clients. save on design fees.

The Estimate module

the module offers built-in confidence. it contains a massive
range of building rates, up-to-date materials prices,
automatic cost breakdowns, client quotations and tender
documents (boq/nrm style). get more projects priced up
quicker, improve your success rate and margins. save on
external surveyor or estimator fees.

Design + Estimate 

with the two modules you can achieve instant take-offs,
estimates and quotes from both new and existing plans and
optimise your specification for energy performance and
price with real-time feedback. it's all about live analysis of
costs as you draw and easy revisions to your plans and
estimates as you go.

And there’s more to follow…

energy performance, contracts, Health & safety and
project management modules are coming soon.
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your
buildingworks™

project from
concept to
completion

PRICE IT

QUOTE/TENDER

WON IT, CONTRACT IT

SORT YOUR HEALTH &
SAFETY BEFORE YOU START

PROJECT MANAGE IT

KEEP AN EYE ON 
SAP AND CLIENT ECO
REQUIREMENTS

IMPORT AN
EXISTING PLAN

DRAFT YOUR PLANS
FROM SCRATCH
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buildingworks™

solves
everyday
problems 
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there are multiple reasons why businesses are choosing
buildingworks™. perhaps you can see yourself here and want
things to change?

Wanting relief from start-up stress

you’ve started up your business or taken over the reins and
you’re feeling energised but a bit out of your depth pricing
work. you’re concerned you might get your estimating wrong
and miss things out. or maybe you want to branch out into
different types of work that you’ve no experience of?
buildingworks™ has got your back.

Feeling the pressure that comes with growth

you’ve been in business for a while and are “doing alright
thanks” but you’re stressed by the amount you always have to
do...and the risks are getting higher as the business grows. 
many firms become stifled by the managerial and administrative
aspects of construction. the business becomes all-consuming
and personal life starts to suffer. buildingworks™ can change
that.

Unable to find enough hours in the day

it’s that simple. you wish you could get more done. you want 
to be able to plan your projects better. you want space to think. 
it’s time to get some time back with buildingworks™, knowing
that the admin is being dealt with. 

Flat lining after years in the business

you might be running a great building firm, with a reputation 
to boot, but where do you go from here? with ever-increasing
cost pressures in labour and materials, business costs such as
marketing, designers, health and safety advisors etc, perhaps 
it’s harder to make money now? maybe start-up companies 
are undercutting you too as their overheads are lower and
tHey win the work. the solution is here.
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design. co  
With the BuildingWorks™

platform you have all the tools
you need, in one place.

Instant take-offs and
estimates from your plans
combine the design module with the
estimate module and your plan is estimated
in an instant or scan and trace existing
drawings and your take-off and estimate can
be produced in no time!

A substantial Price Book
updated quarterly for free!
no need to faff setting up a price book as it
comes ready to go with priced “intelligent
bim products” of real materials and 
objects with rich manufacturer product 
data including size, appearance, wastage,
thermal properties and more to help 
define your projects spec.

Massive rates library
comes with a very comprehensive general
building & renovation rates library of 3500+
rates plus you can create your own new
custom rates or edit library rates to suit.

Instant client quotes
give your clients accurate estimates with an instantly
produced, fully editable customer friendly quotation
which will look like you have spent hours on it!

On-board integrated build program
calculates how long the project should take for 
time-based reporting including a printable build
program, jit material schedules, cashflow and 
profit forecasts.

Add auto-dimensions

Superb construction
detailing as standard

Easy, powerful CAD Software
easily draft building plans with automatic 3d models. it’s mucH 
faster than other popular cad packages (and much simpler too!)

1
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 st. control
Intelligent Building & Design Tools 
the software is packed full of simple yet 
intelligent building design tools, preconfigured
specifically for construction, to make drawing 
building plans easy.

Real time review
swap building products in and out of your
estimate to compare how they impact your
budget or the u-value for real time review 
of your decisions.

Automatic 3D models and 
elevations 
as you draw your walls, a 3d model is automatically
created (textured, solid or wireframe). plus, create
automatic 2d elevations in just one click straight
from your plan!

No typing with instant
reports
a whole host of handy reports are
automatically produced too. cost reports,
material schedules, profit and cashflow
forecasts and more. with pivot table
reports for data mining you can quickly
get to the business end of where your
costs are going and how to optimise 
your profits.

Really fast estimating
select what you’re building, input your dimensions into simple graphics,
and watch the cost immediately calculating on the screen as you go. 

Seamless module connectivity
so no mistakes or loss of data integrity that
are typical when trying to merge with 3rd
party software.

Automatic NRM/BoQ 
and here’s a wow. instant
professional quality bill of quantity
reports production directly from
your estimate (nrm - the new
replacement for smm7). including
elemental boq, work section 
boq, priced or unpriced, with
manufacturer brands named or
unbranded.

32

Instant 3D photo-visualisations
opt for buildingworks™ professional 
and produce instant, impressive,
3d photorealistic images. 

As you draw plans and place
smart architectural objects
like doors and windows, the
program generates a
detailed cost breakdown
and schedule of materials. 
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easy to use 
cad software

specifically
designed for

domestic
construction

work
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Software features Design Design 
Professional 

Draft plans for residential buildings inc. houses, extensions, renovations, lofts, services & room layouts

easy-to-use construction tools with parametric objects 4 4

intelligent building design tools, preconfigured specifically
for construction 4 4

auto dimension walls 4 4

comprehensive architectural symbol library 4 4

comprehensive sections library 4 4

automatic 2d elevations 4 4

instant 3d models 4 4

import pdf, dXf, dwg files, jpeg and bmp image files 4 4

3D Photo Realistic Rendering – Artisan

bring your plans to life and impress clients with stunning 3d
photorealistic visualisation 4 

Building Regulation Notes

automatic production of building regulation notes for
placement on working drawings coming soon

Complete Support

dedicated support team champions on hand 9-5 via phone,
instant chat, email and remote login, an online Help desk
with video tutorials and more!

4 4

Ongoing Maintenance 

regular updates during your subscription. keep up to date
with latest software features, building regulations and
practices

4 4

see pricing on www.getbuildingworks.com/pricing
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clever
estimating
software

packed witH
knowledge of

tHe building
industry
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Software features & types of 
work you can estimate Estimate

Estimate 
Professional

Estimate 
Professional QS

Estimate extensions, new builds, renovations, maintenance, alterations and more

groundworks (foundations, footings, slabs, drainage, driveways, paving) 4 4 4

walling (internal & external) - brick, block, timber frame, sips, stone,
cladding (pvc and timber), rendered, partition (timber, metal, block, icf 
and sips), basements, retaining walls, chimneys, outbuildings & landscaping
walls, plus wall detailing i.e. quoins, heads, cills, feature brickwork.

4 4 4

roofing (cut, truss, sips), dormers, attic conversions, flat roofs, roof
windows and more 4 4 4

windows & doors (internal & external) 4 4 4

structural openings & steels 4 4 4

flooring (slabs, timber, beam & block, acoustic timber, rafts and more) 4 4 4

stairs 4 4 4

plumbing & heating 4 4 4

electrics 4 4 4

plastering 4 4 4

painting & decorating 4 4 4

kitchens and bathrooms 4 4 4

basic landscaping 4 4 4

subcontract quotations 4 4 4

demolition and preliminaries 4 4 4

complete renovations 4 4 4

plus create your own rates or amend our library rates to suit 4 4 4

Price Checker (quarterly updates)

automatic update of resources and prices via our price checker web service,
which instantly updates your estimating rates library 4 4 4

Reports

create professional quotes with covering letter & cost breakdown for clients 4 4

Gantt Chart

instant gantt charts (build programmes). phases and durations informed by
your project’s estimate 4 4

NRM / Bill of Quantities

instant professional quality bill of quantity reports production directly from
your estimate (nrm – the new replacement for smm7). including elemental
boq, work section boq, priced or unpriced, with manufacturer brands
named or unbranded.

4

Complete Support

dedicated support team champions on hand 9-5 via phone, instant chat,
email and remote login, an online Help desk with video tutorials and more! 4 4 4

Ongoing Maintenance 

regular updates during your subscription. keep up to date with latest
software features, building regulations and practices 4 4 4

see pricing on www.getbuildingworks.com/pricing
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buildingworks™

sHares
information
from start 

to finisH

…you can call
it bim
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do you want to make your building projects more
streamlined and efficient from start to finish – all of it –
the planning, design, estimating, construction and
management? 

if the answer is yes, then whether you know it or not –
you’re in the market for building information modelling
or bim) which comes under 'digital construction'. bim is
relevant to any size of project. it’s not defined by the
number of people on a project team, nor the size of the
project’s budget or square meterage.

and you don’t have to be working in the commercial or
public sector of construction to want your projects to
follow a structured process. every self-funded property
development and investor-backed block of apartments
deserves improved efficiency, the sharing of information,
lower costs and faster delivery. the opportunity to
combine the efforts of people, process and technology
should be there for everyone.

and that’s what buildingworks™ offers. the software
cleverly employs the practical aspects of bim that
promote a disciplined way of working. it enables
construction firms and property developers focused 
on domestic works, to have access to an easy-to-use
holistic process for getting a project completed on time
and on budget.

and if you want those public sector housing projects,
well now you can take them on too. to be honest,
whether you call it bim or digital construction, it’s the
way the industry is going and no matter how big or small
your business, not changing to this way of working will
mean getting left behind.
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tHe brains
beHind

buildingworks™
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buildingworks™ has been designed by integro
construction software, the sister company of HbXl
building software, which leads the market with its
outright purchase software suite. for nearly twenty
years the team has been working to meet the needs
of the construction industry, collecting many
accolades along the way. together they have helped
thousands of building firms embrace the time and
cost saving benefits, leading them to greater
productivity and profitability.

the innovators (builders and civil engineers amongst
them) behind HbXl building software are also
leading the charge with this revolutionary new
subscription product. the same aims stand - saving
time, reducing errors, minimising stress, optimising
projects in terms of cost, performance, delivery and
ultimately profitability.
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interested? 
take a good look round www.getbuildingworks.com
and check out the videos, the subscription pricing
options and more. or call us for a chat with one of 
the team on 0117 916 7880.
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more tHan
interested?

take a free test drive and get a real feel for the
software. after a software coaching session, we’ll
remotely install the software on your machine and
away you go. give us a call on 0117 916 7880 to
arrange or go to www.getbuildingworks.com



PART OF THE HBXL GROUP

Call us 0117 916 7880

Email us hello@getbuildingworks.com

Explore www.getbuildingworks.com


